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PERUSAL SCRIPT — HAUNT  a play by Mahonri Stewart

Act One 

SCENE ONE 
San Diego, CA. We are in an old house, abandoned. JACKSON, a ghostly child in 19th century 
attire, enters in a panic. He looks for a place to hide and does so. He tries to calm his breathing, 
but is having difficulty. He hears a voice off stage scream: 

VIOLET: (O.S.) Jackson! You’re going to die! You hear me, you obnoxious runt? Going to die! 
 JACKSON whimpers, but then desperately tries to remain quiet. Enter VIOLET, Jackson’s   
 ghostly older sister, also in 19th century attire. Violet storms throughout the room, looking for  
 Jackson. Unable to find him, she is about to exit, when JACKSON shifts and accidentally makes  
 a noise. VIOLET turns and aggressively storms the hiding place, pulling JACKSON roughly out  
 of the hiding spot. 
I am going to get you!  

  JACKSON twists out of her grip. 

JACKSON: You already did! 

JACKSON exits. VIOLET looks after him with a desolate expression. Emptily, she exits. We hear 
whispers. In the shadows of the house we see darting shadows-are they more ghosts? 

The whispers crescendo, building upon other eerie sounds that are also manifesting themselves 
in the old house. It becomes almost unbearable until LILY Rogers, a modern preteen girl, enters. 
The sounds all cease. Lily, nervous by being alone, scouts around and then calls back.  

LILY: All’s clear!  

LILY takes a seat, while several other young kids of varying ages enter, including, ANTA 
Washington, CELIA Wesley, LAURA Tennant, MORONI Grant, REBECCA Abramovich, TRAVIS 
Gonzales, UDEEMA Dubashi, WANDA Cross, WINTER Allred, and XIMENA Gonzales.  

ANTA: It’s not so spooky.  

WINTER: Seriously? R.L. Stine wouldn’t step into this house.  

TRAVIS: I’m not afraid.  

WANDA: Can we just get this over with?  

UDEEMA: We’re all still together, right? We didn’t lose anybody?  

ANTA: There’s nothing to be scared of, guys.  

LAURA: I think the house is pretty.  

WINTER: Pretty spooky! 

LAURA: Seriously, I like old houses. When we moved into the neighborhood, I told my Mom and Dad they 
should have bought this place instead.  
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WINTER: You’re nuts, Laura.  

UDEEMA: You sure no one saw us come in here? My Mom would kill me if she knew I was in this place. I 
can’t count the number of times she’s told me not to.  

LILY: Hey, we all agreed. One hour. We promised.  

UDEEMA: I can’t be late to dinner. You understand that? Whatever we do, I can’t be late to dinner. My 
Mom would kill me for that, too.  

ANTA: Udeema, it sounds like your Mom tries to kill you a lot.  

UDEEMA: Yeah, she sort of does.  

WANDA: Can we stop talking about killing?  

UDEEMA: I... I was not serious about the killing...  

WANDA: Just stop. 

  Pause.  

UDEEMA: So now what? 

ANTA: You’ve been pretty quiet, Moroni.  

MORONI: That’s because I’m looking at all the ghosts.  

TRAVIS: Why did we have to bring the crazy kid?  

LILY: Shut up, Travis.  

TRAVIS: I’m serious, he’s a spaz at school, and I don’t know who invited him.  

REBECCA: You know, Travis, I don’t know why we invited you.  

TRAVIS: To protect all the ladies, of course.  

REBECCA: I’m the oldest here, so I’ll do any protecting that needs to happen.  

TRAVIS: Naw, Becca, you don’t have muscles like mine.  

REBECCA: You’re such a jerk. 

LILY: A sexist jerk. 

TRAVIS: And you don’t see how all you girls flirt with me?  

LILY: Ew. You’re like a kid.  

TRAVIS: I’m only a year younger than you!  

LILY: Really?  

REBECCA: Aww, little Twavis is growing up.  

TRAVIS: That doesn’t even make sense. I’ve always been a year younger than you. 
 XIMENA giggles and TRAVIS gives her a cold stare. 
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What are you laughing about, la mequetrefe? 

XIMENA: I’m laughing because, to them, you’re the el mequetrefe.  

TRAVIS: I told you not to follow me, Ximena.  

XIMENA: And I told you that you can’t boss me around.  

TRAVIS: I’m your hermano. I can boss you around as much as I want.  

MORONI: I’m not crazy. 

TRAVIS: What? 

MORONI: I’m not crazy. 

TRAVIS: Whatever you say, crazy. 

MORONI: Don’t say that anymore! 

LAURA: Do as I do, Moroni, embrace the weird.  

MORONI: I’m not weird!  

LAURA: Weird’s not a bad thing to me, Moroni. Can you really see ghosts?  

MORONI: I-I was just joking about the ghosts.  

WINTER: I totally knew Moroni was joking.  

CELIA: Sure, Winter.  

WINTER: (with a smile) “I ain’t afraid of no ghost.”  

CELIA: Awww, yeah.  

CELIA throws down a beat. She and WINTER start singing “Ghostbusters.” The KIDS all laugh, 
dance along, join in with sound effects, etc. 

VIOLET: (O.S.) You are going to die! 

All the kids stop cold. Ximena grabs hold of Travis for protection and Travis shuffles her off.  

TRAVIS: Let go of me, Ximena.  

WANDA: Okay, who said that?  

CELIA: That wasn’t any of us.  

ANTA: Of course it was one of us.  

CELIA: No, it wasn’t. It came from somewhere else in the house.  

ANTA: Stop messing with us, Celia. It was you.  

CELIA: I’m telling you, that was in another room!  

MORONI: She’s right, it was in another room.  
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TRAVIS: You already hear voices, crazy, so you don’t know what you’re talking about!  

REBECCA: Stop being rude, Travis!  

WINTER: I’m less worried about rudeness, more worried about murder. It said we’re going to die!  

UDEEMA: It couldn’t have been Celia.  

REBECCA: I don’t believe in ghosts.  

CELIA: You only say that because you’re scared of them, too.  

LILY: Uhm, that makes no sense.  

CELIA: What’s the best way to get rid of what we’re scared of? Pretend it doesn’t exist!  

REBECCA: So you think I’m scared of ghosts?  

CELIA: I think you’re scared of what ghosts mean. So you ignore that maybe they’re real.  

REBECCA: Then what does that mean you’re scared of? You say you’re scared of ghosts, but you’re 
scared of something else more, the maybes that you’re ignoring. That maybe there aren’t ghosts, that 
there’s, there’s nothing.  

ANTA: You’re both pretty messed up.  

WINTER: I’m scared of ax murderers. What does that say about me?  

UDEEMA: I knew I shouldn’t have come. My Mom’s going to kill me!  

WANDA: Shut up about killing!  

TRAVIS: The voice was young. Probably some stupid girl trying to prank us.  

LILY: And what’s so stupid about being a girl?  

ANTA: Sh. Everyone just listen for a minute. 
 Long pause. THEY hear nothing.  
I agree with Travis. Well, not the “stupid girl” comment––some one is trying to punk us. 

  ALL visibly relax. 

TRAVIS: (calling out into the house) Whoever you are, you better get outta here, or we’ll run you out!  

LILY: You told her. 

TRAVIS: Shut up. 

UDEEMA: My Mom says you’re not supposed to say shut up.  

TRAVIS: Well, I’d tell her to shut up, too.  

WINTER: Whoa, he crossed the mother line.  

ANTA: How about everyone shuts up? Can we get along please?  

XIMENA: Yeah, Madre says to talk about grown ups with respect, Travis.  
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TRAVIS: And what are you going to do, tell on me? Because, if you do, I’ll burn all your dolls.  

REBECCA: Travis, I’m really sick of you. Stop being a bully.  

TRAVIS: You know what? I’m sick of all of you, too. Do what you want. I’m going exploring.  

ANTA: No, please, no! No one’s splitting up.  

TRAVIS: There’s absolutely nothing to be scared of.  

LILY: If you go, how do we know that you kept the dare? You could be skipping out for all we know.  

TRAVIS: I’m not scared of this house.  

WINTER: I’m totes scared of this house.  

CELIA: Did you just say totes? Like, not ironically?  

LILY: If you’re not scared, Travis, then stay with us.  

TRAVIS: You’re the one acting scared, Lily. Want to keep the big guy around, is that it? To protect you?  

LILY: Keep dreaming, meathead.  

TRAVIS: Hey, if you’re scared, just say so. I’m more than happy to be your bodyguard.  

REBECCA: Just go, Travis, no one’s going to stop you.  

LILY: No, really, I think he wants to skip out.  

TRAVIS: I’m not skipping out!  

ANTA: There’s a really simple way to solve this, guys. How about we all just group up? Everybody has 
some partners, so we can all vouch for each other whether we stayed in the house...  

WINTER: Not to mention to protect each other from ax murderers...  

WANDA: Seriously, stop it with the ax murderers!  

ANTA: Then we all can do some exploring. If we’re going to be in a big, spooky house, I’d like to do more 
than just sit in one room.  

TRAVIS: That’s what I’m talking about! You want to pair up with me, Anta? 

ANTA: Sure. 

TRAVIS: Then let’s go! 

XIMENA: I’m coming with you, too.  

TRAVIS: No way.  

XIMENA: Madre would want me to stick with you...  

TRAVIS: Well, Mom’s not here!  

ANTA: Come on, Travis, let her come.  

TRAVIS: You don’t know how annoying she is!  
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ANTA: Oh, I bet you’re not annoying, are you, mija?  

XIMENA: (brightening) Do you know Spanish?  

ANTA: Nope, but I’ve had a lot of Latino neighbors. Come on,  Travis, let her come. Blood is thicker than 
water, right?  

TRAVIS: Oh, blood will spill if you don’t stay out of the way, Ximena. Got that?  

XIMENA:  Yay, that means I can come!  

  TRAVIS, ANTA, and XIMENA exit.  

MORONI: If we’re splitting off, what if there’s no one who wants to go with, you know, one of us?  

REBECCA: Hey, if you need a pal, Moroni...  

LILY: We’re not going to leave you out in the cold.  

LAURA: Actually, can I go with you, Moroni?  

MORONI: Oh, uhm, cool.  
 Before anyone can object—  

LAURA: Awesome. Come on.  

  LAURA takes MORONI by the hand and dashes out with him. 

WINTER: Celia, bae, what do you think?  

CELIA: Totally with you!  
 (beat) 
But do we all really have to split up in the first place? 

WINTER: You’re seriously scared, aren’t you?  

CELIA: Hey, I totally believe in this stuff.  

WINTER: Ghosts and everything?  

CELIA: Don’t make fun.  

WINTER: Totally not making fun. I’m spooked, too.  

REBECCA: Hey, if you guys are scared, I’ll go with you.  

WINTER: Awesome! We got one of the older girls.  

LILY: That leaves me, Wanda, and Udeema together then?  

UDEEMA: I’m fine with that!  

WANDA: I guess so. 

REBECCA: Sounds like a plan. 

LILY: You got a cell phone on you?  
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REBECCA: Yep.  

LILY: We’ll both keep time and round everyone up in an hour. Text if you have any problems.  

REBECCA: Ditto.  

LILY: Heh. We got called the “older girls.”  

REBECCA: Wear that badge with honor.  

LILY: Remember how we used to look up to Sarah’s squad?  

REBECCA: They graduate high school this year.  

LILY: Crazy.  

WINTER: You two going to stroll down memory lane, or can we explore?  

REBECCA: All right. Let’s do this thing.  

  EVERYONE exits.  
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SCENE TWO  

All darkens except for a spotlight downstage. This is a confessional space, where characters talk 
about their fears. Hereafter, it will be referred to as the “Honesty Light.” UDEEMA steps into 
the light.  

UDEEMA: I know I get made fun of for doing everything my Mom says. They’ll tell me that I’m a Mama’s 
girl, or that I need to be independent. But after my Mom and Dad’s divorce, I think my Mom holds on 
all the tighter to me. Usually, I don’t mind. Actually, I feel the same. Her love is all I really have right 
now. But today, when we saw the spooky house, and they all wanted me to come with them, I wanted to 
prove that I could be independent too. But since we’ve been here, I’ve been so scared for my Mom. 
What if something happened to me? How would that make her feel after all that she’s already lost?  

  Exit UDEEMA. Lights up. Enter ANTA, TRAVIS, and XIMENA. 

XIMENA: Travis, this isn’t really fun anymore.  

TRAVIS: Then go home, Ximena. I told you not to follow me.  

ANTA: She can’t go home by herself.  

TRAVIS: Why not? She crawls all around the surrounding neighborhoods all the time. We couldn’t stop her 
if we wanted to. Better than her tripping us up here.  

ANTA: Travis, I know you don’t mean all the things you say.  

TRAVIS: Shows how little you know me.  

XIMENA:  It’s okay, Anta, I’m used to it.  

ANTA: It’s not okay...  

XIMENA: I actually think Travis is really cool. I want to be just like him when I’m older. Cool and stuff.  

TRAVIS: Believe me, la mequetrefe, you don’t want to be anything like me. 

XIMENA: Sure I do!  

TRAVIS: Don’t say that! Be you. You might be annoying, but you’re a sight better than I am.  

ANTA: Why would you say that?  

TRAVIS: Because it’s the truth.  

  Tense pause. 

ANTA: (changing the subject) Hey, I like how you stand up to Lily and Rebecca so much.  

TRAVIS: Yeah, those two are totally stuck up.  

ANTA: They think just because they’re a few years older than us that they’re queens.  

TRAVIS: You understand!  
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ANTA: Yeah, I think I do.  

XIMENA: (sarcastically) Yeah, I don’t know what that’s like at all.  

TRAVIS: Really, Ximena, if you’re going to stick with us, then at least be quiet.  

ANTA: Hey, Travis, really... she’s your sister. What are you trying to prove? No one thinks it’s cool to be 
cruel to your family.  

TRAVIS: If you think I’m so mean, why did you want to come with me?  

ANTA: I... I don’t know... I...  

Suddenly a ghost, OLDER TRAVIS, lights up in a window sill, behind a see through screen. 
XIMENA screams.  

TRAVIS: What? 

ANTA: Ximena, what is it?  

XIMENA points to the spirit and they see OLDER TRAVIS. TRAVIS and OLDER TRAVIS are 
wearing the same clothing.  

TRAVIS: Whoa, that’s a weird mirror.  

ANTA: Travis, that’s... that’s not a mirror. 

TRAVIS: Of course it is. It’s just my reflection... 

ANTA: No, it doesn’t even look like you. 

TRAVIS: It is me, just... older. 
 TRAVIS stops. He realizes something is wrong. 
No way. 

  TRAVIS approaches OLDER TRAVIS. 

ANTA: Travis, what are you doing? 

XIMENA: Don’t get closer to it! 
 TRAVIS ignores Anta for the moment and continues to approach the ghost, getting right up close  
 to it. Older Travis does not match Travis’s movements, but rather looks at him with a quiet, feral, 
 ferocious stare. 
How would you even know what you look like when you’re older? 

ANTA: Ximena, stay close to me. Don’t go anywhere near him. 

TRAVIS: Believe me, that’s me... I know it somehow... but... but something’s wrong. 

ANTA: Travis, get away from that thing... 

TRAVIS: Look, I’m not scared. How could I be scared of myself? 

ANTA: That’s not you! 

TRAVIS: Something’s off, I’ve got to help him. 
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 OLDER TRAVIS bears its teeth. They are rotten and grotesque. 
My teeth... what happened to my teeth? 

  OLDER TRAVIS starts to mouth words, as if it is speaking, but we can’t hear him. 

ANTA: Is he... is he talking? 

TRAVIS: Not that I can hear, but... 

ANTA: Travis, seriously, let’s get out of here... 

TRAVIS: What do you mean, I can’t go... I have to help... 

ANTA: It’s not you... it’s not you... 

TRAVIS: It is me! Why do you keep saying it’s not me? It’s me... me  from the future or something... and I 
have to help myself! 

OLDER TRAVIS tries to attack Travis, but the screen stops it. TRAVIS just remains there, trying 
to connect to the creature. 

ANTA: We need to get out of here! Think of Ximena! 

TRAVIS touches the screen, but the GHOST just looks at the hand venomously and then 
continues to mouth words we cannot hear. 

XIMENA: Travis… please... 

TRAVIS: (to OLDER TRAVIS) What are you trying to say to me? 

ANTA: Travis, I’m... if you don’t come with us, I’m gonna get Ximena out of here. I can’t do this. I’m 
gonna... 

Before ANTA or XIMENA can scream, they are suddenly “pulled” into the darkness. They are 
gone. At first, TRAVIS is oblivious to what has happened. 

TRAVIS: Why can’t I hear you? Anta, why can’t I hear him? Maybe... maybe that’s exactly what I’m scared 
of... myself. 
 TRAVIS turns around and sees that ANTA is gone. 
Anta? Ximena? 
 TRAVIS twirls back to OLDER TRAVIS 
What did you do to them? What did you do with my little sister! 
 OLDER TRAVIS just keeps mouthing words slowly and silently. TRAVIS backs away. 
Aw, man, what did I do? Ximena! Anta! 
 The GHOST stops mouthing words and just stares with cold hatred at Travis. 
After I find them, I’m coming back, you here me? I’m going to help you. I don’t know what’s wrong 
with you, but I’m going to help. Please, just tell me that you didn’t do anything to them... I can help you! 
 The GHOST just continues to stare. 
Don’t hurt them, okay? Just don’t hurt them! 

  Exit TRAVIS. OLDER TRAVIS disappears into the shadows. 
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SCENE THREE 

  The Honesty Light appears. REBECCA steps within it. 

REBECCA: People tell stories about ghosts or skinwalkers or vampires or things like that, and I’m like, 
“What are you doing to each other?” There’s enough real things to be scared of without trying to add to 
the pile. Stories like that, they’re like puppets-- freaky marionettes dangling in front of us. But the 
marionettes are a distraction. What I’m really afraid of are the people holding the strings. I try to keep 
my eye on the real problem, and protect the kids watching the puppet show. Some one needs to pay 
attention, and it might as well be me. I’m the oldest here, after all. 

JACKSON enters. Like in the first scene, he looks for a place to hide. This time, however, 
VIOLET enters before he can find one. 

VIOLET: You are going to die! 

JACKSON: Get away from me! 

VIOLET: Going to die! 

JACKSON: What’s wrong with you? Don’t you understand? Don’t you know where we are? 

VIOLET: You obnoxious runt, you are... 

JACKSON: Do we have to do this forever? Come on, Violet... 

VIOLET: ...going to die! 
 JACKSON and VIOLET hear voices. While VIOLET is distracted, JACKSON bolts and exits. 
Jackson! 

  VIOLET exits. Enter LILY and UDEEMA. 

WANDA: Look, I want to go. 

LILY: We can’t go, Wanda. You know that. We still have, like, almost 45 minutes. 

WANDA: This is stupid, what are we trying to prove here? 

LILY: It’s only for a bit, and then we can go. 

WANDA: We can go right now! 

UDEEMA: I’m with Wanda. I don’t know why we did this. I knew better, but I just wanted to make 
everyone else happy. I had a bad feeling from the very beginning. 

LILY: Udeema, Wanda, come on, there’s absolutely nothing to be scared of. 

WANDA: You know, smart people get scared. They know when something’s wrong. It’s always the dumb 
people who die first in movies. I’m not going to be that dumb person! 
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LILY: Those are movies, this is real life. It’s an abandoned house, no one else is here. 

WANDA: We don’t know that, especially after that voice. I’m going to get out of here. 

UDEEMA: I’m with you. I don’t care about their stupid dare and Lily is old enough to take care of herself. 

WANDA: Then let’s go. 

LILY: No! You can’t leave me. 

UDEEMA: Why? You’re the one who said there was nothing to be scared of. 

LILY: You need someone to protect you. 

WANDA: Protect yourself. We’re getting out of here. 

LILY: No. I’m older and I say... 

UDEEMA: You’re not my Mom. My Mom said I’m not even supposed to be here. I don’t know why I 
listened to you guys. 

LILY: Your Mom’s not here and all we have is each other. So let’s... 

WANDA: If you’re scared of being alone, come home with us. There’s nothing to be embarrassed about. 
I’ve been scared this whole time. I can’t tell you how many things I’m scared of... spiders, birds, sheep... 

UDEEMA: Sheep? 

WANDA: Look in their eyes sometime and you’ll see what I mean. 

LILY: I’m not leaving. We all made an agreement. 

WANDA: I don’t care about any agreement. I’m sick of just being a follower. My Dad says I’m always 
being a follower... too scared about what other people think, that I need to make my own decisions and 
stick up for myself... so here I am: sticking up for myself! 

LILY: Listen, you don’t have to be scared. There’s actually some cool old stories attached to this house. 

UDEEMA: Stories? 

LILY: I knew you were the curious type. Why else would have you disobeyed your Mom? 

WANDA: Come on, Udeema, I don’t care about some made up stories... 

LILY: Made up? Hey, I like history. I collect stories like this, it’s totally real. 

UDEEMA: Okay. 

WANDA: Udeema, I thought you were on my side! 

UDEEMA: Come on, let’s just listen for a bit, and then we can go. 

LILY: Well, all of this area used to belong to the Kumeyaay Tribe, but then as the white settlers and gold 
miners started moving into the area, there was a lot of tension and fighting and stuff, and bit by bit, the 
Kumeyaay were forced off. This house was built around that time, but there was a fire at some point, so 
part of it had to be rebuilt... 
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  Something darts in the shadows. 

WANDA: What was that? 

LILY: What was what? 

  Again, something moves in the shadows. 

UDEEMA: Didn’t you see that? 

LILY: Maybe it’s just some stray cat or dog or something. 

  Again, movement in the shadows. 

WANDA: That’s not a cat. 

LILY: Travis, is that you? Really, you’re taking things a little far... 
 More movement.  
Celia, have you been punking us this whole time? 

UDEEMA: I should have never come. I should have just listened to my Mom... 

LILY: Udeema, calm down, it’s nothing... 

WANDA: And how do you know that? You don’t know anything about this! 

LILY: Trust me... 

WANDA: Why? ‘Cause you’re older? I know people a lot older than you who have made some pretty big 
mistakes in life, so I’m not going to just trust a word you say until you prove you know what you’re 
talking about. Let’s get out of here! 

Out of the shadows comes a KUMEYAAY GHOST. The girls are hushed, although UDEEMA 
barely represses a rising scream. 

LILY: I can’t believe this. 

UDEEMA: What do we do? 

WANDA: We get out of here. 

  They turn to go, but the GHOST swiftly moves to block their way. 

UDEEMA: Please, let us go. 
 The GHOST looks at them curiously. It comes uncomfortably close to them, inspecting them. It  
 sniffs their hair, touches their clothes, but then shakes its head as if it knows it can’t really   
 experience those sensations. It takes out a hand ax, at which point UDEEMA lets out the scream  
 she really wanted to let loose before. The SPIRIT jumps back, startled. It then looks at the ax,  
 shakes its head, and puts the ax down, making a peaceful gesture. 
I... I think it’s a nice ghost. 

LILY: It can’t be a ghost. It can’t be. We’re having a hallucination. 

WANDA: A shared hallucination? 
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LILY: Udeema, what are you seeing? 

UDEEMA: A ghost Indian. 

LILY: A Native American ghost. 

WANDA: Me, too. 

LILY: Yeah. Specifically from the Kumeyaay tribe. Like I was saying before... 

WANDA: See, we all see the same thing! That’s not just some weird coincidence! 

LILY: Don’t you see? I was just talking about the Kumeyaay, and here one is. I like suggested it to our 
minds or something. 

UDEEMA: Or you conjured it! 

KUMEYAAY GHOST: Howka. 

WANDA: It. Can. Talk. 

The KUMEYAAY GHOST approaches them again. It touches Udeema on the forehead, gaining 
information somehow through the touch. 

KUMEYAAY GHOST: Udeema Dubashi. 
 It touches Wanda’s forehead. 
Wanda Cross. 
 It touches Lily’s forehead. 
Lily Rogers. 

WANDA: This is too much! 

UDEEMA: I totally agree! 

  WANDA and UDEEMA run and exit. 

LILY: We can’t split up! Don’t leave me alone! 

  LILY exits after UDEEMA. The KUMEYAAY GHOST goes to its ax, picks it up, and then exits. 

SCENE FOUR 

  Travis steps into the Honesty Light. 

TRAVIS: People say I’m mean, and I think they’re right. Call it a warning. A KEEP OUT sign. DANGER, 
FALLING ROCKS. Something like that. I get all this anger and frustration and rage and what you see-- 
that’s only the tip of it. If you’re going to act all annoying or freaky or whatever, if you’re going to let 
off all these sparks, then why the heck are you standing around a bomb? Because, believe me, if you 
don’t like how I act right now, wait until you really light my fuse. I can get really ugly, that way. So, 
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yeah, I’m really trying to protect you. Better a little burn than a big one, right? Because, if I’m really 
afraid of anything, I’m afraid of really screwing up. I’m afraid of the monster inside. 

  Enter MORONI and LAURA. LAURA is taking pictures of the house with her phone. 

LAURA: All of this is so going on Instagram. 

MORONI: You really do like it here, huh? 

LAURA: Don’t you? 

MORONI: A little spooky... but spooky’s kind of cool. Sometimes I like scary shows. My parents won’t let 
me watch really scary stuff, but sometimes they’ll let me watch Goosebumps or something. It would be 
cool to really see a ghost. 

LAURA: So you were joking. 

MORONI: Huh? 

LAURA: About seeing ghosts before. 

MORONI: (beat) I don’t know what I saw. I thought it was my girlfriend. 

LAURA: You have a girlfriend? 

MORONI: Not here. Back in Utah. Ashley. I miss her a lot. I miss a lot of things in Utah. 

LAURA: You’re not having an easy time here, are you? 

MORONI: I had friends there. 

LAURA: Well, you’re here with us, aren’t you? 

MORONI: This is the first time any of you have even talked to me. Besides Travis. And what he usually 
says isn’t very nice. 

LAURA: Well, it didn’t really seem like you wanted to be our friend. You kept saying how lame everything 
here was compared to Utah. You’re still saying it. 
 MORONI starts getting agitated and perseverates (flaps his hands). 
What are you doing? 

MORONI: Please, don’t tell. 

LAURA: Tell what? I don’t know what you’re doing. 

MORONI: I usually don’t do it around other people -- but I need to get it out. Sorry. 

LAURA: You don’t have to be sorry, there’s nothing wrong with it. But why do you do it? 

  The Honesty Light, in a lighter form that still allows Laura to be lit, lights Moroni. 

MORONI: I’m on the spectrum. 

LAURA: The spectrum? 

MORONI: Autism spectrum. 
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LAURA: No, I know people with autism. You’re nothing like them. 

MORONI: Autism is lots of different kinds of people. They say I’m high functioning, so I’m like other 
people in some ways... 

LAURA: But different in others. Yeah, I know how that feels. 

MORONI: I have a hard time, uhm, processing everything-- it all gets overloaded-- like all of this energy 
and information and, feelings, stuff coming in. This helps me get the energy out. Sometimes it feels like 
my hands are too short and I need to get them longer. It’s weird. 

LAURA: It’s not weird. I have ADHD. I can’t focus, can’t concentrate on things for a long time... I just 
think everything is so interesting! It doesn’t really help with school, though. 

MORONI: You’re one of the smartest in the class! You’re always making comments. 

LAURA: But when its time for homework, well, my mind wanders. I want to learn what I want to learn. I 
have a hard time focusing when I have to do it, instead of wanting to do it. 

MORONI: Yeah, I feel that way too. 

LAURA: It makes it hard when I have to fit myself in some one else’s worksheet. 

MORONI: I don’t like homework either. My parents have to sit down with me to really get it done. 

LAURA: So we’re the same because we’re different. 

MORONI: Are we friends? 

LAURA: I think we are now. 

MORONI: Can we be good friends? Like will you talk to me at school and not betray me? 

LAURA: That sounds dramatic. Why would I betray you? 

MORONI: I’ve had people be friends when it’s... not hard to be friends. When other people aren’t looking, 
or if I don’t embarrass them at the time. 

  The Honesty Light dims. 

LAURA: Well, it’s not really being friends, if you only do it when it’s not hard. 

MORONI: Yeah, that’s what I think. Sometimes when my... when my autism is showing, then they 
suddenly pretend we weren’t friends before, or say something mean, or.. 

LAURA: That’s horrible. I won’t do that to you. 

MORONI: How can I know you’re telling the truth? 

LAURA: You can’t. That’s why being friends is a risky proposition. 

MORONI: A what? 

LAURA: Something my Mom says. She says it when you have to take a chance on something. 

MORONI: That sounds scary. 
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LAURA: Trust is always scary. 

MORONI: As scary as ghosts? 

LAURA: I think more scary than ghosts. 

MORONI: So being friends is a risky proposition. 

LAURA: Always. 

MORONI: Huh. Well, if you’ll be my risky proposition, I’ll be yours. 

LAURA: Deal. 

MORONI: Cool. 

LAURA: You’re not shaking your hands anymore. 

MORONI: Nope. I’m good now. 
 A brief pause as they both search for more words. 
Laura, do you like Marvel? 

LAURA: Totally. Especially the X-Men. 

MORONI: Dad really likes the X-Men. He was so excited when the MCU got the rights back to them. 
We’d love to see an X-Men- Avengers team up! 

LAURA: That would be so cool! 

MORONI: I’m also way into Spider-man. He’s got lots of romance and I really love it whenever they put 
him in high school in the cartoons or movies. That makes him closer to us. My Dad says Gwen Stacey is 
cooler, but I think Mary Jane is the best. It’s so stupid how they erased their marriage in the comic 
books. Oh, but then there’s Spiderverse, where there’s all these different alternate universe versions of 
Spider-man that are being hunted... 

LAURA: You know what I like more? Steampunk. I read lots of steampunk. 

MORONI: What’s steampunk? 

LAURA: Oh, Moroni, I have a whole ton of stuff to share with you! 

MORONI: Do you like Doctor Who? 

LAURA: I love Doctor Who! Who’s your favorite Doctor? 

MORONI: 10 or 12. 

LAURA: I’m all about 4, 11, and 13! Weeping Angels or Daleks? 

MORONI: That’s hard... Weeping Angels. 

LAURA: Me too. 

MORONI and LAURA: “Don’t Blink!” 

Their geeking out is interrupted by UDEEMAs scream from the previous scene. They become 
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nervous. 

LAURA: “Don’t even blink.” 

MORONI: “Blink and you’re dead.” 

VIOLET: (O.S.) You are going to die! 

  Nervous pause. 

MORONI: “You live in Scooby Doo’s House.” 

LAURA: That line isn’t as funny right now. 
 THEY snicker. 
Okay, maybe it is. 

MORONI: If we peel back the wallpaper, maybe...? 

LAURA: Don’t even say it. 

MORONI: Do you think we’ll see the ghosts? 

LAURA: I sure hope so. 

  THEY smile at each other. 

MORONI: “The angels have the phone box.” 

LAURA: “I have that on a T-shirt.” 

MORONI: Just keep on running. 

  With that, THEY take each other’s hands and run towards the scary sounds, exiting. 

SCENE FIVE 

  WINTER steps into the Honesty Light. 

WINTER: Okay, so there’s nothing so scary as silence, so how about a joke? So there’s this chicken who 
goes into a library. The librarian is a little startled by this, but is even more startled when the chicken 
goes up to the counter and says, 
 (like a the sound of a chicken’s “bwak”) 
“Boo-ook.” The Chicken wants a book. Well, this is weird, thinks the librarian, but she gets the chicken 
signed up for a library card and gives the chicken a book. The chicken nods its thanks and leaves the 
librarian thinking she was never going to see that book again. But, whoa and behold, the chicken comes 
back the next day with the book and plops the book back down on the counter. “Boo-ook. Boo-ook.” 
Well, the chicken was trustworthy the first time around, so the librarian fetched the chicken two more 
books. The chickens nods its thanks and then leaves. The next day the chicken returns again and plops 
both books back onto the counter. “Boo-ook. Boo-ook. Boo-ook.” The librarian gets the chicken its three 
books. The chicken nods in thanks again and leaves. But this time the librarian is dying of curiosity. So 
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she follows the chicken down the street, follows as it crosses the road to get to the other side, and then 
goes through a field, down to a pond. There she finds the chicken sitting by a frog. The chicken is 
opening and closing the books to a frog and the frog is saying: 
 (like the sound of a frog’s “ribbit”) 
“Read-it. Read-it. Read-it.” 

Lights rise on REBECCA and CELIA, listening to Wanda’s joke. THEY laugh and REBECCA 
snorts, but then recovers semi-gracefully. 

REBECCA: That’s kind of good. 

CELIA: Hey, you got a “kind of good” from one of the older girls. Moving up in the world. 

WINTER: What can I say? I’m proud. 

CELIA: The next Jerry Seinfeld. 

WINTER: Who’s Jerry Seinfeld? 

CELIA: Oh, he’s on a show my parents like. 

WINTER: So I’m some guy your parents watch? 

CELIA: No... you’re... well, he’s funny and you’re funny... 

REBECCA: It’s not funny if you have to explain it, Celia. 

WINTER: If I moved up, you just moved down. Cancelled! 

CELIA: Aw, sis, gimme a break. I’m really trying to... 
 CELIA stops, hearing WHISPERS from the shadows. 
Did you hear that? 

WINTER: Hear what? 

REBECCA: You’re not going to scare us, Celia. 

CELIA: No, really... 

WINTER: Wow, you’re bombing it a lot today. 

CELIA: Really... 

WINTER:  (like a trombone) Wah-wah. 

CELIA: Stop it. I... I really heard something. 

REBECCA: (concerned for CELIA) Hey, sis, you okay? You’re shaking. 

CELIA: No, really, sometimes I hear and see things people don’t think I should be able to hear and see, and 
sometimes I wonder... I wonder if there’s something wrong with me or something. 

REBECCA: You’re spooked, that’s all. It’s a creepy house, especially without any lights or anything. 

WINTER: You really heard something? 
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REBECCA: She didn’t hear anything. 

CELIA: I really did. 

WINTER: What did you hear? 

CELIA: It was like... whispers or something. 

WINTER: Now you’re creeping me out, too. 

REBECCA: Really, nothing to be scared of. It’s probably just the other kids in another room or something. 

WINTER: Yeah, that makes sense. 

CELIA: It didn’t sound like kids... 

WINTER: What did it sound like? 
 CELIA tries to imitate the whispers. 
(getting a thrill out of it) Ooo, that is creepy! 

REBECCA: Really, you didn’t hear anything, Celia. 

CELIA: You might be older, Rebecca, but that doesn’t mean you know everything. 

REBECCA: I’m not saying I know everything, but there’s no such things as ghosts. 

CELIA: That’s not true. 

REBECCA: It is true. 

WINTER: Why do you think there’s ghosts, Celia? 

CELIA: Because I’ve seen them. 

Currently unseen, out of the shadows comes OLDER TRAVIS and VIOLET. They remain in 
outskirts of the kids’ vision, but darting at the edges enough to make them nervous and uneasy. 

WINTER: You have not... have you? 

CELIA: Well, one ghost at least. 

WINTER: You’re lying... aren’t you? 

CELIA: Look, this might not be the best the place to talk about it. 

WINTER: Now you gotta tell! 

REBECCA: Winter... 

WINTER: She’s gotta tell! 

A lighter form of the Honesty Light, this time one that still allows the others to be lit, highlights 
CELIA. The spirits starts to slowly approach. 

CELIA: Well... sometimes I would have these dreams. And I couldn’t breathe in them... and I was 
paralyzed... I couldn’t move. One time I was in bed, but then I felt something seize me and it threw me 
around the room, and I couldn’t talk, I couldn’t breathe, I was paralyzed again, and I was flying around 
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them, as they threw me from wall to wall, but they couldn’t hit me against the wall... they had some sort 
of limits... they couldn’t hurt me, but I certainly was terrified. 

REBECCA: Those are dreams, not ghosts, Celia. 

CELIA: Yeah, those ones were dreams. 

WINTER: Those ones?! Tell us, tell us! 

  The GHOSTS come in closer. 

CELIA: Well, one time it happened while I was awake. 

WINTER: Gah! Stop! No, don’t stop, don’t stop! 

REBECCA: You were flown around the room? 
 (super skeptical) 
Really? 

CELIA: Oh, no. But when I woke up I was paralyzed. I couldn’t breathe, I couldn’t move anything... 
anything but my eyes. 

WINTER: Agh! 

CELIA: It was really scary, Winter. Like really scary. But then I saw it. 

WINTER: You saw something? 

CELIA: It was at the foot of my bed. At first I thought it was my Mom, but then I realized it was something 
very different. It was white, kind of see through, and its face... was really scary. Demented. 

WINTER: Demented? 

REBECCA: Demented. Means like a demon. 

  The GHOSTS come even closer. 

CELIA: I guess so? Maybe that’s what I’m trying to say, but... 

WINTER: But what? 

CELIA: It kind of shook, like when you stand in front of a movie projector and the image changes and, 
uhm, distorts… and then it was gone. But I still couldn’t breathe or move... except for my eyes. I still 
could move my eyes, and they looked all over, trying to see where the ghost went. I panicked, I didn’t 
know what to do. So I prayed in my head to God and Jesus and Mother Mary and the Saints and anyone 
else I could think of. 

WINTER: Then what, then what? 

CELIA: Then my dog rushed in. 
  The GHOSTS scatter. 
My dog came in and jumped on my bed, sitting perfectly still. As if Mother Mary sent me an angel. 
Suddenly, I could breathe again. I could move again. My Mama came in soon after that, and asked me if 
everything was all right. I don’t know why she was awake, it was really late, but she sensed something 
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and came down. 

REBECCA: Celia, that’s not a ghost. That’s sleep paralysis. 

WINTER: Sleep paralysis? What’s that? 

REBECCA: Lily and I saw it on a History Channel documentary once during a sleep over. 

WINTER: You watch the History Channel at your sleep overs? 

REBECCA: Lily really likes the History Channel, okay? Nothing else was on. 

WINTER: Is that the sort of fun we have to look forward to when we’re older? Whoopee, everybody, let’s 
watch Ancient Aliens! 

REBECCA: Stop being a smart aleck. And we totally don’t watch Ancient Aliens. We like real stuff. 

WINTER: So what’s sleep paralysis? 

REBECCA: It’s like having a nightmare when you’re awake. Well, not a nightmare, because you’re awake, 
but... your mind wakes up, but your body doesn’t, so your body can’t move. You’re paralyzed. 
Sometimes people hallucinate when it happens... 

WINTER: Halluci-what? 

REBECCA: Hallucinate. When you see things that aren’t really there. People think they see ghosts, or 
aliens, or witches, or whatever. The hallucinations are rare, but otherwise sleep paralysis is really 
common. Most people go through it at least once in their life, even if they don’t know it. 

CELIA: Have you? 

REBECCA: Have I what? 

CELIA: Experienced it? 

REBECCA: Well, no. Not that I know of. 

CELIA: How about you, Winter? 

WINTER: Heck no! I’d remember that. 

CELIA: Then neither of you know what you’re talking about. 

REBECCA: It’s science, Celia. 

CELIA: Did these scientists figure out what causes it? 

REBECCA: Uhm, no, they said they didn’t know what made it happen, but... 

CELIA: Then how do they know it’s not caused by spirits? 

  The GHOSTS come closer again. 

REBECCA: Because that’s illogical. 

CELIA: Says who? 
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REBECCA: Like I said, the scientists. 

CELIA: And they got a PhD in paranormal activity, did they? 

REBECCA: Now you’re being silly. 

CELIA: Don’t call my experiences silly. 

REBECCA: I’m not calling you silly, Celia. What you had was a really scary experience, I understand, but 
there’s an explanation... 

CELIA: An explanation that knows what happens, but doesn’t know why it happens. 

WINTER: Hey, Celia, who knew you were so smart? 

  The GHOSTS come in even closer. 

REBECCA: There’s a difference between being smart and stubborn. 

CELIA: And just because you watched a documentary doesn’t mean you understand what’s happened to 
me! 

REBECCA: That doesn’t mean you understand it either. 

CELIA: Then tell me this, Rebecca: how did my dog know that something was wrong? 

REBECCA: That was a... coincidence. 

CELIA: My dog and my Mom in another room? 

  Suddenly the GHOSTS “pull” CELIA, possibly lifting her in the air. 

WINTER: Whoa! 

REBECCA: Celia! 

CELIA tries to respond or scream, but one of the ghosts silences her. CELIA’s eyes dart in fear to 
the ghosts now seeing them, but WINTER and REBECCA are unaware of the spirits. 

WINTER: What’s doing that?! 

  REBECCA grabs her phone and tries to call LILY. 

REBECCA: It’s not working... why isn’t it working? 
 The GHOSTS start “moving” CELIA around the room, acting as if they are going to throw her  
 into the walls, but then stopping at the last minute. WINTER screams. 
Winter, sh, sh, sh... 

WINTER: I don’t understand... what’s going on? 

REBECCA: Winter, go get some help, I’ll... 

WINTER: I’m not going out there alone... and Celia! We need to help Celia. 

REBECCA: I can help Celia, but I don’t want you to get... 
 WINTER is pulled into the shadows. WINTER screams, but then is muffled. 
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Winter! 

REBECCA goes and tries to grab WINTER before she disappears, but OLDER TRAVIS 
“restrains” REBECCA before she can escape. Meanwhile, VIOLET pins CELIA to the ground. 
She stares venomously into Celia’s eyes. 

CELIA: Get away! 

  VIOLET silences Celia and then puts a finger to her own mouth. 

VIOLET: Sh. 

REBECCA: Winter! Winter, where are you? Celia, are you okay? 
 CELIA can’t answer. OLDER TRAVIS tries to get a better “grip” on REBECCA, but then   
 REBECCA breaks free and rushes to Celia. All the GHOSTS try to stop REBECCA, but she   
 breaks through them and grabs Celia, dragging her out of the room. CELIA gasps for air. 
I’m getting you out of here! 

  Exit REBECCA and CELIA. The GHOSTS scatter back into the shadows. 

SCENES 6-11 take up another 20 pages
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